Mantle dynamics beneath the Pacific Northwest and the generation of voluminous back-arc volcanism
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The Pacific Northwest (PNW) has a complex tectonic history and over the past ~17 Ma has played host to several major episodes of intraplate volcanism. These events include the Steens/Columbia River flood basalts (CRB) and the striking spatiotemporal trends of the Yellowstone/Snake River Plain (Y/SRP) and High Lava Plains (HLP) regions. Several different models have been proposed to explain these features, which variously invoke the putative Yellowstone plume, rollback and steepening of the Cascadia slab, extensional processes in the lithosphere, or a combination of these. Here we integrate seismologic, geodynamic, geochemical, and petrologic results from the multidisciplinary HLP project and associated analyses of EarthScope USArray seismic data to propose a conceptual model for post-20 Ma mantle dynamics beneath the PNW and the relationships between mantle flow and surface tectonomagmatic activity. This model invokes rollback subduction as the main driver for mantle flow beneath the PNW beginning at ~20 Ma. A major pulse of upwelling due to slab rollback and upper plate extension and consequent melting produced the Steens/CRB volcanism, and continuing trench migration enabled mantle upwelling and hot, shallow melting beneath the HLP. An additional buoyant mantle upwelling is required to explain the Y/SRP volcanism, but subduction-related processes may well have played a primary role in controlling its timing and location, and this upwelling likely continues today in some form. This conceptual model makes predictions that are broadly consistent with seismic observations, geodynamic modeling experiments, and petrologic and geochemical constraints.
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**Theme:** Genesis of continental intraplate magmatism - the example from the Pacific Northwest, USA

### 1. Introduction

The Pacific Northwest (PNW) region of the United States has experienced a complicated tectonic and volcanic history over the past 50 Ma [e.g., Christiansen and Lipman, 1972; Humphreys and Coblentz, 2007]. The tectonic setting is dominated by the presence of the subducting Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates to the west; these plates are remnants of the long-lived Farallon plate, which has been subducting beneath North America for the past ~150 Ma [e.g., Severinghaus and Atwater, 1990]. The Juan de Fuca plate is subducting beneath North America at a rate of 30 mm/yr to the northwest and is narrowing along strike as the Mendocino triple junction continues to migrate north. Simultaneously, the trench is rolling back at a rate of ~35 mm/yr in a Pacific hot spot reference frame [Schellarti et al., 2008]. At 17 Ma, the character of volcanism in this area changed dramatically (Figure 1), beginning with the massive outpourings of the Steens and Columbia River flood basalts. Subsequent tectonomagmatic activity in the PNW has been dominated by volcanism along two roughly linear, generally bimodal volcanic features: the High Lava Plains (HLP) of eastern Oregon and the eastern Snake River Plain (SRP) in southern Idaho. Both of these regions feature rhyolitic volcanism that has migrated in space and time; SRP volcanism has migrated to the northeast (roughly parallel to the absolute motion of the North American plate) since ~12 Ma and today is centered at Yellowstone Caldera, while HLP volcanism has migrated to the northwest (oblique to North American plate motion) over the same time interval. The western edge of the active volcano trace of the HLP is now in the region of Newberry Volcano and Three Sisters, the latter being an unusually active region of the Cascades. Both the HLP and SRP tracks have undergone
basaltic volcanism that is scattered in time and space, and there are Holocene basaltic eruptions throughout both regions (Figure 1).

A wide variety of models have been proposed to explain the tectonomagmatic history of the PNW, including the location, timing, spatiotemporal progression, and geochemical and petrologic characteristics of the Steens/CRB, HLP, and SRP/Y volcanism. These models fall broadly into three categories (with some overlap): those that invoke a deep mantle plume as the major driver for the flood basalt eruptions and subsequent volcanism, those that explain volcanic trends mainly in terms of subduction-related processes, and those that invoke lithospheric processes as the main cause of volcanism. The Steens/CRB flood basalts are often interpreted as being the surface expression of a plume head impinging upon the base of the continental lithosphere [e.g., Richards et al., 1989]; in this type of model, the Yellowstone/SRP trend is interpreted as reflecting the interaction of the plume tail with the moving North American plate above it [e.g., Pierce and Morgan, 1992; Smith et al., 2009; Obrebski et al., 2010]. Plume-type models have a bit more difficulty explaining the HLP volcanic trend, although in the context of these models the HLP may reflect the interaction of plume material with lithospheric basal topography or the subduction-related flow field [e.g., Jordan et al., 2004; Jordan, 2005], or may be a consequence of an arm of the plume driving mantle flow along the strike of the HLP trend [e.g., Camp and Ross, 2004]. Models that emphasize the importance of lithospheric processes have also been proposed. For example, Hales et al. [2005] and Camp and Hanan [2008] discuss a lithospheric delamination model for the origin of the flood basalts, while Cross and Pilger [1978] emphasized the possible importance of lithospheric extension in producing PNW volcanism, particularly in eastern Oregon. Finally, several workers have espoused models that emphasize the importance of subduction processes in the post-20 Ma volcanic history of the PNW. This class of models includes work by Carlson and Hart [1987] that emphasized the role of the rollback and steepening of the Cascadia slab, as well as later studies by Faccenna et al. [2010], who proposed a series of mantle upwellings originating from the migrating tip of the Juan de Fuca slab at depth, and Liu and Stegman [2012], who proposed that the location...
and timing of the Steens/CRB flood basalts was controlled by a tear in the subducting slab.

[5] Despite the long history of work on post-20 Ma tectonomagmatism of the PNW and the many papers that have been written on the subject, a consensus about what processes have controlled the timing and location of volcanic activity has not been forthcoming. In particular, whether or not a mantle plume is required to explain northwestern U.S. volcanism remains hotly debated [e.g., Humphreys et al., 2000; Christiansen et al., 2002; Hooper et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009; James et al., 2011; Schmandt et al., 2012; Fouch, 2012]. Several recent large-scale projects in the PNW region have provided volumes of new data that can be exploited to shed light on the links between mantle processes and post-20 Ma tectonomagmatic activity. In this paper we discuss results from the recent High Lava Plains Project (www.dtm.ciw.edu/research/HLP), which brought together an interdisciplinary team of seismologists, geodynamicists, petrologists, geochemists, and structural geologists in order to understand the causes of continental intraplate magmatism in the HLP region. In particular, we focus on results from the petrology, geodynamical modeling, and broadband seismology components of the HLP project, and also discuss results from both our own and other research groups that leverage data from the seismic component of EarthScope’s USArray Transportable Array (TA).

[5] The goal of this paper is to propose a conceptual model for mantle dynamics beneath the PNW over the past 20 Ma that adds the first-order observations gleaned from the HLP Project to the decades of study of the volcanic and tectonic history of the crust in this area. Our approach has been to start with basic “ingredients” for our model that are well known, and include the following: (1) the remnant Juan de Fuca slab is subducting beneath the PNW at a rate of 30 mm/yr in a NE direction [e.g., Gripp and Gordon, 2002], (2) the Juan de Fuca trench is currently rolling back at a rate of ~35 mm/yr [Schellarti et al., 2008] and a phase of relatively rapid rollback likely began at about ~20 Ma [e.g., Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Stock, 1998; see animation at http://emsc.geol.ucsb.edu/2_infolps/IP4WNACal/bNEPacWNoAmer.html], (3) there is associated modest extension in the overriding plate [Magill and Cox, 1981; Wells and Heller, 1988], (4) the North American plate is moving over the underlying mantle in a SW direction (in a Pacific hot spot reference frame) [e.g., Gripp and Gordon, 2002], and (5) the Juan de Fuca plate is getting narrower as the Mendocino triple junction migrates to the north [e.g., Atwater, 1970]. This basic framework is combined with relatively well-constrained information about the location, timing, volume, and composition of post-20 Ma volcanism in the PNW; a review of current constraints on this volcanism is below. We then merge these constraints with new observations from the HLP Project and other recent work from petrologic estimates of the depths and temperatures of melting, seismological observations of mantle structure, and laboratory-based mantle dynamics experiments. The end result is a conceptual model that is consistent with the petrologic, seismic, and geodynamic observations highlighted in this paper, and can also explain the timing and patterns of PNW volcanism.

2. Overview of Geological Observations: Volcanic and Structural Constraints

[6] Here we present an overview of the most notable geologic events in the PNW from ~50 Ma to present, specifically structural and volcanic events, which represent important benchmarks for any model attempting to link mantle and crustal processes (Figure 2). Miocene to present volcanic activity in the PNW can be broadly described by three episodes of compositionally distinct volcanism: distributed calc-alkaline volcanism associated with subduction of the Farallon plate (~36–18 Ma), the flood basalt era (~16.6–10.5 Ma) and HLP/SPR volcanism (~12 Ma–present). By ~48 Ma arc volcanism had jumped westward from Idaho to near its current location in the Cascades when the Coast Range Basalt Province or Siletzia terrane was accreted to the western margin of North America [Humphreys, 2009; Wells et al., 1998]. A peculiar aspect of PNW volcanism of this era is that calc-alkaline volcanism between ~37–18 Ma extended well to the east of the arc as evidenced by the Clarno Formation of east-central Oregon [Rogers and Novitsky-Evans, 1977; Gromme et al., 1986], the John Day Formation in northern Oregon [Robinson et al., 1984], and in distributed, largely covered, volcanic centers in south-central Oregon and southwestern Idaho [Norman and Leeman, 1990; Scarberry et al., 2010]. The character of volcanism changed dramatically at ~16.5 Ma when calc-alkalic volcanism was replaced by voluminous flood basalt volcanism that included eruptions of the Steens/CRB basalts. Eruption of the flood basalts initiated along north-south trending dikes near Steens Mountain in southeast Oregon and migrated north to the Chief Joseph and Monument dike swarms in northern Oregon [Camp and Ross, 2004].
The main phase of the Columbia River basalts continued for the next ~1.5 Ma with the Imnaha, Grande Ronde, and Picture Gorge Formations, covering much of northern and eastern Oregon as well as southern Washington with more than 250,000 km$^3$ of basalt [Waters, 1961; Swanson et al., 1979; Carlson and Hart, 1987; Tolan et al., 1989]. Coincident with flood basalt volcanism, large-volume silicic ignimbrite volcanism was widespread in southeastern Oregon surrounding the Owyhee plateau [Brueseke et al., 2007]. By 12 Ma, the silicic volcanism reinitiated and began a spatiotemporal migration both to the NW along the Brothers Fault Zone in the HLP [Jordan et al., 2004], and to the NE along the YSRP [Pierce and Morgan, 1992]. The present-day termination of these silicic volcanic tracks can be found at Yellowstone in the YSRP, and in the region between Newberry and Three Sisters volcanoes in the HLP. Around 10.5 Ma, effusive eruptions of primitive high-Al olivine tholeiite (HAOT) began in the HLP [Hart et al., 1984]. This basaltic volcanism does not exhibit the same spatiotemporal migration as the silicic volcanism in the HLP, but three distinct pulses of basaltic volcanism are evident at 8–7.5, 5.9–5.3, and 3–2 Ma [Jordan et al., 2004].

The structural history of the PNW during the period of interest is characterized by the northwesterly migration of Basin and Range extension from central Nevada into Oregon starting in the late Oligocene [e.g., Seedorf, 1991; Wernicke, 1992]. Basin and Range extension and associated volcanism reached southern Oregon by ~22 Ma and continued to its northernmost terminus, the Brothers Fault Zone (BFZ), by ~10 Ma and its westernmost terminus, the High Cascade graben, by 5 Ma [e.g., Scarberry et al., 2010, and references therein]. The WNW-trending BFZ is a broad region of small en echelon faults that coincides with the locus of HLP volcanism after 10 Ma, and may have acted as a transverse zone [e.g., Rowley, 1998]. Migration of Basin and Range extension is also evidenced by the timing of slip on larger regional escarpments, such as the Steens Mountain and Abert Rim faults (Figure 2). Trench et al. [2012] suggest that deformation in the BFZ coincided temporally with pulses of HLP basaltic volcanism, and argue that most individual BFZ faults accommodate dip-slip motion. Overall net extension in the HLP is thought to be relatively small compared to the central Basin and Range [e.g., Wernicke, 1992] with paleomagnetic estimates suggesting 17% net extension in WNW direction since 15 Ma [Wells and Heller, 1988] and
estimates based on crustal thickness suggesting 16% net extension since 10 Ma [Eagar et al., 2011].

3. Petrologic Constraints

Thermobarometric calculations for an extensive data set of young primitive basaltic lavas from across the HLP suggest that their minimum depth of equilibration with the asthenospheric mantle occurred at temperatures of \( \sim 1180-1380^\circ C \) at 37–59 km depth [Till, 2011] (Figure 3). The basalts chosen for the calculations have high Mg#s (100 Mg/(Mg + Fe\(^T\)) at low SiO\(_2\) (<52 wt.%), low phenocryst abundances, and trace element concentrations that indicate they are primitive mantle melts that have experienced a minimum of crystallization or alteration since they were removed from their source. The plagioclase and spinel lherzolite thermometer and barometer of Till et al. [2012] was used for the calculations because of its suitability for modeling melting of variably depleted and metasomatized mantle, such as that found below the PNW where there has been a long
history of subduction. All the samples are from lavas that erupted during the Quaternary in order to enable a comparison of their depths of melting to the geophysical observations, with the exception of samples erupted from unnamed vents in eastern Oregon and at South Sister [Schmidt et al., 2008] and Mt. Bailey [Barnes, 1992] volcanoes in the Cascades arc, which have less well constrained ages but are likely younger than 10.5 Ma.

[10] Of the 111 samples with thermobarometric estimates, 23 exhibit petrologic and/or geochemical evidence for the involvement of H2O during petrogenesis. All of these 23 basalts are from Newberry Volcano, which erupted both dry tholeiite and wet calc-alkaline basalts [Donnelly Nolan and Grove, 2009] during the last ~500 ka [Jensen et al., 2009]. Olivine-plagioclase hygrometry on a representative subset of these 23 basalts indicates they contained ~4 wt.% H2O prior to eruption [Grove et al., 2009]. When this H2O content is used with the correction for the effect of H2O on the thermometer and barometer of Till et al. [2012], the average temperature and depth of origin for the 23 wet Newberry basalts are found to be 1213°C and 46 km, respectively. This is ~100–150°C cooler and 3–4 km deeper than the calculated temperature and depth of last mantle equilibration for these basalts at anhydrous conditions, as well as the dry basalts from Newberry included in this study. These results are consistent with the experimentally determined effect of H2O on the conditions of mantle melting [e.g., Gaetani and Grove, 1998]. The pressures and temperatures discussed below and illustrated in Figure 3 include the H2O-corrected values for the 23 wet Newberry basalts and the remaining 88 basaltic samples at anhydrous conditions.

[11] The shallowest depths of equilibration calculated for samples across the HLP (Figure 3) are immediately below the present-day geophysical Moho, as discussed in the following section, and occur at temperatures consistent with commonly assumed mantle potential temperatures and adiabatic gradients (or slightly lower temperatures for melts generated in the presence of small amounts of H2O) [Till, 2011]. The petrologic constraints point toward a model where melting was driven by corner flow (i.e., upwelling in the asthenospheric mantle due to plate-driven flow processes) and to some extent toroidal flow around the southern edge of the Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates and/or upwelling due to lithospheric-scale extension, rather than melting triggered by the presence of deeper anomalously hot mantle as might be supplied by a mantle plume. In addition, the depths at which primitive Quaternary HLP basalts last equilibrated with the asthenospheric mantle imply that the geophysical Moho and the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary were located at approximately the same depth for at least the last several million years in this region.

4. Seismologic Constraints

[12] Here we highlight results from the broadband seismology component of the HLP project that bear on the mantle dynamics of the PNW and also briefly discuss results that incorporate data from the larger region and make use of USArray TA data as well as other associated data sets. The HLP passive source experiment [Carlson et al., 2005] consisted of 104 broadband seismographs deployed at 118 separate stations in the HLP province and surrounding locations. The HLP data set has been incorporated into a variety of analyses, including tomographic analysis of PNW mantle seismic velocities [Roth et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; James et al., 2011; Hanson-Hedgecock et al., 2012], studies of mantle and crustal discontinuity structure from receiver functions [Eagar et al., 2010, 2011], a study of mantle structure beneath the Kuriles from PP precursors [Schmerr and Thomas, 2011], and a study of the 19 February 2008 Oregon bolide event [Walker et al., 2010]. Here we highlight results that are most relevant to understanding mantle dynamics beneath the PNW, principally results from shear wave splitting, surface wave dispersion analysis (including that derived from ambient noise), body and surface wave tomography, and receiver function analysis of crustal, lithospheric mantle, and mantle transition zone structure.

[13] Because of the link between mantle flow and the seismic anisotropy that results from the lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of upper mantle minerals, observations of upper mantle anisotropy provide some of the most direct constraints available on mantle flow [e.g., Long and Becker, 2010]. Early studies of shear wave splitting in the PNW [e.g., Currie et al., 2004] were somewhat hampered by the sparse station coverage, but the advent of TA, HLP, and other data sets has improved this picture enormously. A map of single-station average SKS splitting parameters for stations throughout the PNW is shown in Figure 4 and includes measurements from the HLP experiment [Long et al., 2009], from a catalog of uniform measurements
for stations throughout the western U.S. [Fouch and West, 2008], and from other studies (as compiled by Eakin et al. [2010]). Beneath the HLP, delay times are very large (up to ~2.5 s) and fast directions are uniformly E-W. We have previously argued [Long et al., 2009] that this is strong evidence for well-organized mantle flow in an E-W direction beneath the region. To the east of the HLP, in western Montana and eastern Idaho, there is a transition from E-W fast directions to NE-SW directions, which are roughly parallel to the absolute motion of the North American plate and are likely due to shear in the asthenosphere caused by plate motion [Fouch and West, 2008]. To the south of the HLP and the Mendocino Triple Junction, splitting patterns are more complex, leading to suggestions of flow around the southern edge of the Juan de Fuca slab [e.g., Eakin et al., 2010], Juan de Fuca slab-driven toroidal flow throughout much of the western U.S. [e.g., Zandt and Humphreys, 2008; Fouch and West, 2008], and mantle downwelling associated with a well-documented minimum in delay times in central Nevada [West et al., 2009].

Constraints on upper mantle anisotropy complementary to those obtained from SKS analysis can be gleaned from surface wave dispersion analysis, which can place depth constraints on anisotropic structure, although the lateral resolution of surface wave models is much coarser than for SKS data sets. Models for azimuthal anisotropy for the PNW region derived from a combination of surface wave analysis and SKS analysis have been produced [e.g., Yuan and Romanowicz, 2010, Lin et al., 2011] and these models indicate that anisotropy in the asthenospheric mantle probably makes the primary contribution to SKS splitting, at least beneath regions of thin lithosphere. Azimuthal anisotropy inferred from Rayleigh wave dispersion beneath the region surrounding the HLP [Wagner et al., 2010] indicates strong anisotropy at periods of ~66 s, which are primarily sensitive to the depth range between ~50–150 km, with an average fast direction that is generally similar to those in the SKS data set. Finally, receiver function analysis of stations in the HLP and surrounding region did not yield evidence for azimuthal anisotropy in the crust [Eagar et al., 2011], further cementing the notion that the bulk of the SKS splitting signal is derived from the mantle.

Many different models to explain the large-scale pattern of seismic anisotropy in the western U.S. have been proposed, including those that invoke...
toroidal flow around the Juan de Fuca slab edge [e.g., Zandt and Humphreys, 2008], a mantle downwelling beneath the Great Basin [West et al., 2009], or a combination of density-driven flow and asthenospheric shear due to the overriding plate [e.g., Silver and Holt, 2002; Becker et al., 2006]. We carried out comparisons between laboratory geodynamic modeling experiments, described in detail below, and the SKS splitting data sets, with a focus on explaining the consistent, strong anisotropy with an E-W fast symmetry axis beneath the HLP [Druken et al., 2011]. We found that the rollback of the Cascadia slab likely results in focused mantle flow in the central part of the backarc parallel to the direction of rollback [Druken et al., 2011]. A detailed comparison between finite strain directions measured from the laboratory flow models and the HLP SKS splitting data set (Figure 5) shows excellent agreement between the observations and the predictions for rollback-controlled flow. Our preferred model for explaining the pattern of upper mantle anisotropy in the PNW, therefore, is that mantle flow beneath the HLP is largely controlled by slab rollback, while further to the east in the eastern part of the Snake River Plain and beneath Yellowstone, the effect of rollback dies off, allowing a transition to North American plate driven flow. This view of mantle flow is generally consistent with the toroidal flow model proposed by Zandt and Humphreys [2008]. Such a model explains the large-scale pattern of SKS splitting observed in the western U.S., but there are likely local perturbations to this large-scale flow, such as the proposed mantle downwelling beneath the Great Basin [West et al., 2009].

The structure of the transition zone (TZ) can also shed light on mantle dynamics, because the exact position of the major discontinuities (nominally at 410 and 660 km depth) will depend on conditions such as temperature [e.g., Bina and Helffrich, 1994] and water content [e.g., Smyth and Jacobsen, 2006]. Transition zone discontinuity topography thus can reflect thermal buoyancy-driven processes such as upwelling and downwelling [e.g., Niu et al., 2005; Deuss, 2007; Schmerr and Thomas, 2011; Schmandt et al., 2012] and can be interpreted, sometimes in combination with seismic anisotropy observations [e.g., Long et al., 2010], in terms of mantle dynamics. The availability of TA data in the western U.S. has enabled several recent studies of the detailed TZ discontinuity structure in our study region [e.g., Cao and Levander, 2010; Eagar
et al., 2010; Schmandt et al., 2012]. Studies that have incorporated data from the HLP deployment [Eagar et al., 2010; Schmandt et al., 2012] have identified some evidence for locally cooler temperatures associated with the penetration of the Juan de Fuca slab into the transition zone, but along-strike variations are observed which are consistent with slab fragmentation at transition zone depths. Eagar et al. [2010] argued that there is no evidence for significant transition zone thinning directly beneath the HLP, as would be associated with a mantle plume. However, Schmandt et al. [2012] finds evidence for hotter temperatures in the transition zone beneath the Yellowstone hot spot. In particular, Schmandt et al. [2012] identified an upwards deflection by ~12–18 km of the 660 km discontinuity beneath Yellowstone and argued that this is consistent with a plume-like upwelling across the 660.

Constraints on the isotropic velocity structure of the mantle beneath the PNW are also important for understanding the mantle dynamics over the past 20 Ma, because they can shed light on the location and shape of the slab at depth, as well as delineate any slow mantle features that may correspond to a mantle plume or other type of focused upwelling. Several groups have produced tomographic images of the entire western U.S., with a large number of published models derived from body waves [e.g., Sigloch et al., 2008; Burdick et al., 2008, 2012; Xue and Allen, 2010; Obrebski et al., 2010; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010], models derived from surface waves and/or ambient noise [e.g., Moschetti et al., 2007; Yang and Ritzwoller, 2008; Gao et al., 2011], or models that combine body and surface waves [e.g., Bedle and van der Lee, 2009; Obrebski et al., 2011]. Here we mostly discuss the results produced from the HLP Project [Warren et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2008; West et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2010; James et al., 2011; Hanson-Hedgecock et al., 2012], with a focus on the HLP and Yellowstone/Snake River Plain regions. However, we emphasize that there are many first-order similarities among the tomographic models produced by different groups [e.g., Pavlis et al., 2012; Becker, 2012], and many of the features we describe here are also found in other models, although the implications of many of these features remain under debate.

James et al. [2011] document P and S wave tomography models produced using a combination of the TA and HLP broadband data sets. Here we summarize the features of their tomographic models that are most salient for our understanding of mantle dynamics; a map view of the relative S wave
speed perturbations at a depth of 75 km is shown in Figure 6. The downgoing Juan de Fuca slab is well-imaged in the body wave models as a semi-continuous, higher-velocity anomaly down to the deep upper mantle (≥300 km) with a southern edge extending along the NE-SW direction of plate motion passing from the Mendocino triple junction in California across northeasterm Nevada. The most striking feature of the upper mantle beneath the region is the very strong lower-velocity anomaly beneath the entire eastern SRP (Figure 6). In contrast, wave speeds beneath the HLP and Newberry Volcano are low, but not as low as beneath the SRP and the lower velocity material is confined only to the shallowest mantle.

[19] The body wave tomography further reveals that a sub-horizontal branch of the old Farallon plate, orphaned from the descending plate by the northward migration of the Mendocino triple junction, resides in the mantle transition zone (400–600 km) directly beneath the SRP/Y track. Its truncated northern edge is parallel to the northwestern margin of the hot spot track itself and marks the southern edge of a prominent slab gap anomaly that was first noted by Sigloch et al. [2008]. As with other western U.S. tomography, evidence for a continuous lower-velocity feature beneath Yellowstone in the models of James et al. [2011] that corresponds to what might be expected for a classical plume conduit is ambiguous, although there is a relatively weak region of lower velocities that extend down to the transition zone in a warped, sheet-like structure spatially connected with the prominent slab gap anomaly in the transition zone on the northwest edge of the SRP/Yellowstone province. James et al. [2011] interpret these various features as supporting a model that involves a sheet-like upwelling from the transition zone along the length of the SRP, and note the similarities with geodynamic models that predict upward flow around the edge and/or tip of a retreating slab [Faccenna et al., 2010]. While the seismic images also reveal a broad low velocity anomaly in the mid-mantle (uppermost lower mantle) beneath Yellowstone, the sub-horizontal stagnating slab may block vertical ascent from the deeper mantle.

[20] Complementary constraints on upper mantle velocities have been obtained from surface wave tomography; surface wave models have the advantage of being able to resolve shallow mantle features well and can also provide constraints on absolute velocities. A surface wave study by Warren et al. [2008] used data from the first phase of the HLP broadband experiment and found support for relatively low uppermost mantle S velocities (~4.1 km/sec) beneath the HLP, with the lowest velocities coinciding geographically with regions of Holocene basaltic volcanism. The regionally more extensive 3D isotropic model of Wagner et al. [2010], which used the entire HLP data set, also identified relatively low S velocities beneath the HLP and Newberry Volcano and argued that these are consistent with a thin lithosphere; indeed, there may be little or no mantle lithosphere beneath the region. A vertical cross-section through this model along the strike of the HLP track (Figure 3) shows a clearly imaged Juan de Fuca slab along with a somewhat intermittent low velocity anomaly in the uppermost mantle (~50–100 km depth). Wagner et al. [2010] also found a striking low-velocity anomaly beneath the eastern SRP, with velocities 3% lower than the reference model persisting down to a depth of ~100 km and the anomaly deepening somewhat (down to at least 175 km) beneath Yellowstone.

[21] The high-resolution tomographic models that have been produced using TA and HLP data allow for the investigation of the detailed structure of the subducting Juan de Fuca slab, and specifically the degree of slab fragmentation at depth. Several different studies have pointed out that the high velocity anomaly in the models that corresponds to the subducting slab does not appear to be continuous with depth or along strike [e.g., Roth et al., 2008; Burdick et al., 2008; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; Tian et al., 2011; Obrebski et al., 2011]. In particular, several of these workers have noted that the slab is not imaged well beneath central Oregon at depths beneath ~150–200 km, and have argued for the fragmentation of the slab in the upper mantle. However, Roth et al. [2008] argued that this apparent fragmentation may actually reflect an imaging artifact due to the presence of a prominent low velocity anomaly in the adjacent mantle wedge. There is general consensus that the slab is likely fragmented deeper in the mantle, at transition zone and uppermost lower mantle depths. Sigloch [2011] and James et al. [2011], among others, have argued for significant fragmentation of the slab in the transition zone.

[22] Finally, constraints on crustal structure, in particular crustal thickness values, are relevant for our model since a comparison between the depth of melting inferred from petrology and Moho depths inferred from seismology can yield insight into the mantle processes that are controlling the generation, transport, and extraction of melt. Constraints
on crustal structure beneath the HLP and the surrounding region have been obtained from two complementary techniques applied to broadband data: receiver function (RF) analysis [Eagar et al., 2011], which yields information on both the thickness and bulk Vp/Vs ratio of the crust, and ambient noise tomography [Hanson-Hedgecock et al., 2012], which excels at resolving lateral variations in shallow structure. Crustal thickness values obtained from H-κ stacking of receiver functions [Eagar et al., 2011] show generally relatively thin crust (~31 km) beneath the HLP and northern Great Basin compared to the adjacent regions of the Cascades and Owyhee Plateau. A remarkable correlation has emerged between the depth of melting for young basalts in the HLP inferred from a petrologic model [Till, 2011] and Moho depths and isotropic velocities estimated from broadband seismology [Wagner et al., 2010; Eagar et al., 2011; Hanson-Hedgecock et al., 2012], as discussed above and shown in Figure 3. This correlation supports the idea that there is little, if any, mantle lithosphere beneath the HLP, and that melt equilibration occurs at shallow depths near the base of the crust.

5. Geodynamic Modeling Experiments

Geodynamic models have long been employed to investigate melt production in subduction zones [e.g., Spiegelman and McKenzie, 1987; McCulloch and Gamble, 1991; Hebert et al., 2009]. Decompression melting is related to upwelling rates; mantle upwelling has been shown to result from the initiation of subduction [Faccenna et al., 2010], differences in the style of slab sinking [Kincaid and Sacks, 1997; Kincaid and Hall, 2003; Kincaid and Griffiths, 2004], segmentation or breakup of the slab [Liu and Stegman, 2011, 2012], and extension within the overriding plate [Ribe, 1989; Conder et al., 2002; Kincaid and Hall, 2003; Hall et al., 2012]. Subduction-driven upwelling in the PNW has been proposed and modeled to explain specific features of volcanic surface expressions [Faccenna et al., 2010; Liu and Stegman, 2012].

Here we report idealized laboratory experiments designed to examine the combined effects of trench migration, slab steepening, and modest upper plate extension on the mantle flow field in the PNW. The plate-driven flow fields are examined using the kinematic subduction model setup of Druken et al. [2011] and Kincaid and Griffiths [2003, 2004], which uses glucose syrup, a rigid fiberglass plate, and mylar sheeting to model the upper mantle, subducting plate, and overriding plate extension respectively. Plate rates were scaled to match those of the southern half of the Cascadia subduction system (as described in Druken et al. [2011]) and the flow fields were quantified using particle tracking techniques [e.g., Funiciello et al., 2006]. A key finding of these experiments is that simple plate forcings can give rise to complex and evolving 3-D flow fields.

During the early stages of subduction (Figures 7a–7b), the downdip sinking of the plate naturally induces an upwelling [e.g., Faccenna et al., 2010], though the amount is small compared with the large pulse that follows the subsequent initiation of rollback and extension (Figures 7c–7d). Vertical velocities within the wedge are shown to peak rapidly within 3 Ma of rollback and extension initiation but vary spatially from the center of the slab toward the edge. Upwelling reaches an approximate steady state after ~20–25 Ma (Figures 7e–7f) but mantle flow is still continually focused toward the center by rollback and stretched E-W by the combination of slab-driven shear flow (i.e., poloidal) and extension. A front of micro-bubbles within the fluid (Figure 7, red line) highlights this evolution. The front originates off the slab edge with a concave shape but toroidal and poloidal/extensional motions push and stretch the front with time.

The flow fields show that this north-south temporal trend is a consequence of the combination of slab sinking motions (i.e., downdip and rollback) and extension of the overriding plate. This is evident in the upwelling patterns as well as the thermal evolution beneath the overriding plate (Figure 8a). Temperature measurements along the “trench” after ~20 Ma of rollback and extension display a dramatic temperature increase toward the slab center-line, consistent with slab surface measurements that show the same pattern [Kincaid and Griffiths, 2003, 2004]. Equivalent scaled mantle anomalies are almost on the order of hot spot temperatures [Courtier et al., 2007; Herzberg and Gazel, 2009].

For comparison, rollback motion without extension (blue triangles) shows no distinct warming, nor a north-south variation. Rollback alone tends to draw material horizontally from around the slab edges with very little vertical motion [Kincaid and Griffiths, 2004]. Combined with extension, however, the flow pattern adjusts to draw both laterally as well as from depth. We note that the amount of upper plate extension in our experiments is relatively modest and is consistent with geologic estimates for the amount of extension...
beneath the HLP [Magill and Cox, 1981; Wells and Heller, 1988].

[28] With respect to the PNW (and discussed in more detail in section 6), the position of maximum mantle upflow relative to the slab edge is consistent with the decreasing volumes of volcanism moving south from the CRB through Steens to the smaller volumes of contemporaneous volcanism in northern Nevada. The decreased, but more focused, upwelling that follows the larger pulse may also explain the lower volume HLP basalts. Petrologic constraints, in particular, are in strong agreement with a plate-driven upwelling that is stronger beneath HLP than further south. Temperature measurements within the central wedge, however, not only increase with time (Figure 8a) but this increase also migrates trench-ward as well (Figure 8b). This provides mechanisms for both the basaltic and time-progressive rhyolitic volcanism in the HLP trend. The thermal signal (recorded at depths equivalent to ~50–75 km) from the plate-driven upwelling first begins near the extension axis (dark blue curve, Figure 8b) and then migrates at a rate of ~26 km/Ma toward the trench (light blue curve). Despite the simplified geometry and plate motions used in our laboratory model, this thermal progression is within the 2–33 km/Ma range suggested by Jordan et al. [2004] for HLP rhyolites.

[29] The geodynamic experiments, although simplified, highlight fundamental variations in mantle flow that result from the combination of plate motions similar those found in the PNW. If a plume...
is present within the region, it too will be subjected to the surrounding plate-driven circulation. Geo-
dynamic models of plume-slab interaction [Kincaid et al., 2009; Druken et al., 2009] show that the motion of plumes rising near subduction zones is dominated by slab-driven flow, with plumes generally acting as passive thermal anomalies and not active drivers of mantle flow. In a tectonic setting such as the PNW, therefore, plate-driven models are important to consider regardless of possible plume involvement.

6. A Conceptual Model for Mantle Dynamics Beneath the PNW

[A] Given the constraints from the petrology, geo-
dynamics, and broadband seismology components of the HLP project, along with constraints on plate kinematics and the timing and location of volcanism, we have developed a conceptual model for PNW mantle dynamics and the links between mantle processes and surface tectonomagmatism. In particular, our goal has been to propose a model that is consistent with four important and robust observations that have emerged from recent studies. First, the robust constraints on seismic anisotropy argue for well-organized contemporary mantle flow beneath the HLP in an E-W direction, and comparisons with geodynamic models argue strongly for slab rollback-controlled flow beneath the HLP, with a transition to plate motion-controlled asthenospheric shear to the east. Second, body and surface wave tomography argue for very low uppermost mantle velocities beneath both the SRP and the HLP, with the SRP low-velocity anomaly being particularly pronounced. Body wave tomography is also able to resolve the fragmentation of the Juan de Fuca slab in the transition zone and uppermost lower mantle. Third, the geodynamic modeling studies indicate that the initiation of slab rollback at ~20 Ma was likely associated with a large pulse of mantle upwelling that increased in magnitude from the southern edge of the slab in northern Nevada northward past Steens to a maximum in the region of the dike swarms for the main volume of the CRB eruptions. Continued broad upwelling beneath the HLP enhanced by rollback-controlled mantle flow followed the flood basalt era. Fourth, the modern lithosphere beneath the HLP is thin, and petrologic models indicate that HLP basalts are produced by shallow decompression melting near the base of the seismically imaged crust.

[B] These constraints are synthesized into the following model, which is shown in schematic cartoon form in Figure 9. Constraints from plate tectonic reconstructions [e.g., Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Stock, 1998] and the broad distribution of calc-alkaline volcanism across the PNW between 18
and 35 Ma suggest that prior to ~20 Ma, the Juan de Fuca plate was subducting with a fairly shallow dip. Plate tectonic reconstructions [e.g., Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Stock, 1998] indicate that a phase of slab rollback (and presumably steepening as well) began around ~20 Ma. This change in subduction motions, particularly the initiation (or acceleration) of rollback, may have been the result of the decreasing trench width along the western U.S. margin [Schellart et al., 2010]. We note that while there is a noticeable phase of slab rollback beginning around ~20 Ma in the reconstruction of Atwater and Stock [1998], there are some differences among different plate motion models about the timing and velocity of slab rollback and upper plate extension in the PNW, and some studies argue that the slab has been rolling back since at least the early Miocene [e.g., Müller et al., 2008]. While our conceptual model invokes a phase of increased rollback and upper plate extension, our framework can accommodate this level of uncertainty in its exact timing, particularly given the uncertainties about the time scales needed to generate and extract large volumes of melt from the upper mantle.

We propose that the phase of rapid slab rollback and steepening that initiated at ~20 Ma enabled a large pulse of mantle upwelling (Figure 9), as suggested by our geodynamic modeling results. This upwelling facilitated rapid thinning (both convective and advective) of the overriding lithosphere as well as extensive mantle melting, which represents the source of the Steens and Columbia River flood basalts. The geodynamic experiments show that mantle upwelling would have been limited near the southern slab margin, explaining the rapid reduction in magmatic volumes moving south from Steens Mountain to the contemporaneous volcanic centers in the Northern Nevada rift. The upwelling induced by slab rollback would be most prominent near the center of the subducting plate, providing a ready explanation for the eruption of the largest volume of flood basalts near the Washington-Oregon border (rather than at the assumed impact point of a putative plume near the Oregon-Nevada border). Although the extensive mantle melting was a direct consequence of slab rollback and extension, the surface expression of the flood basalts was likely controlled by preexisting structures in the lithosphere, with the feeder dikes of the St. Joseph dike swarm parallel to the edge of the North American craton (Figure 1).

As the subduction system continued to evolve post-17 Ma (Figure 9), we envision that the upper mantle beneath the HLP experienced a

---

**Figure 9.** Schematic cartoon sketch of the main features of our model at four time periods: pre-18 Ma, ~18 Ma (initiation of rollback), 16.5–10.5 Ma (flood basalt era), and 10.5 Ma-present (HLP/SRP era). Because of the uncertainty surrounding the origin of the upwelling responsible for Yellowstone/SRP volcanism, the cartoon focuses on the flood basalt eruptions and subsequent HLP volcanism.
reorganization of the prevailing flow field to the rollback-controlled flow field that we infer today. In our geodynamic models, continuing rollback is associated with ongoing upwelling and elevated uppermost mantle temperatures beneath the central part of the far backarc, corresponding to the HLP. We suggest that the rollback-controlled flow field, with a component of toroidal flow around the southern edge of the Juan de Fuca slab, became well established in the few million years following the initiation of trench migration and the large pulse of upwelling that resulted in the Steens/CRB volcanism. Continued upwelling beneath the HLP, in combination with ongoing modest extension of the upper plate lithosphere, facilitated ongoing convective and advective thinning of the lithosphere beneath the HLP. The combination of thinned lithosphere and continued upwelling allows for the generation of relatively small volumes of mantle melt at shallow depths beneath the HLP, consistent with petrologic investigations of young HLP basalts (Figure 3). The rollback-controlled flow field results in dominantly E-W mantle flow beneath the HLP (Figures 4 and 5), consistent with the seismic anisotropy results, and a critical component of ongoing mantle upwelling (Figure 7) to produce shallow mantle melting and related volcanism in the HLP over the past 10.5 Ma. The westward migration of HLP volcanism then is primarily a reflection of the plate-induced flow field, which causes the center of rollback-associated upwelling to move westward. The concentration of volcanism along the HLP may be controlled (at least in part) by lithospheric processes. The Brothers Fault Zone, for example, may serve as a means to ease magma flow through the crust. Poisson’s ratios for the crust [Eagar et al., 2011] and crustal conductivities [Patro and Egbert, 2008] show high values throughout eastern Oregon, suggesting of the presence of melt throughout this area, but the Poisson’s ratios and conductivity directly beneath the HLP are somewhat reduced, perhaps reflecting that in this area, crustal melts have managed to erupt [Eagar et al., 2011].

This model is consistent with petrologic, geodynamic, and seismologic observations beneath the HLP, but it does not provide an obvious explanation for the Y/SRP trend to the east. One possibility is the scenario discussed by James et al. [2011] and summarized above, which invokes mantle upwelling around the tip and edge of the sinking remnant slab driven by slab rollback. Alternatively, the deep mantle plume model has been espoused by many workers [e.g., Richards et al., 1989; Camp and Hanan, 2008; Obrebski et al., 2010]. However, modeling experiments of Druken et al. [2010] show that slab-driven flow strongly influences active upwelling of plumes over large distances (up to ~2000 km). This suggests that if there were a deep mantle plume beneath Yellowstone, the plume material would effectively act as a passive tracer in the rollback-controlled flow field and plume material would be drawn into the mantle beneath the HLP and distributed throughout the HLP region. There is, however, no unambiguous geochemical or petrologic evidence for a deep mantle plume signature in HLP rocks [Carlson, 1984; Carlson and Hart, 1987; Graham et al., 2009; Till et al., 2012].

[35] There is a plausible alternative scenario in which mantle dynamics beneath the PNW are largely controlled by subduction-related processes. In this scenario, the initiation of the pulse of slab rollback at ~17 Ma (and possibly the fragmentation of the Farallon slab) facilitated the upward transport of a parcel of buoyant upwelling mantle that constitutes the mantle source of the SRP/Y magmas. The exact nature of this buoyant upwelling that constitutes the source of the SRP/Y volcanism remains unresolved, and a detailed discussion of possible models is beyond the scope of this paper. Regardless of what process is responsible for the mantle upwelling beneath the SRP/Y trend, however, our conceptual model provides a plausible framework for explaining the broad features of post-17 Ma volcanism, including the flood basalts, the HLP, and the SRP, within the context of subduction-related processes.

7. Discussion and Summary

[36] Our conceptual model for PNW mantle dynamics has been informed by constraints from seismology, petrology, and geodynamical modeling experiments. We emphasize that our laboratory experiments make a large number of simplifying assumptions, including the use of a completely rigid, kinematically defined slab, simplified plate motions, and a simple viscosity structure. Despite this, however, our experiments produce a spatiotemporal complexity in mantle flow that, to first order, matches the available observations (from volcanic history, seismic anisotropy, seismic tomography, petrologic data, etc.). Of course, our simplified experimental setup cannot possibly capture all of the spatiotemporal complexity of the PNW subduction system. However, the fundamental responses of plate-driven flow found in our experiments provide an important backdrop for future
modeling studies, which can continue to add complexity. We further note that while the evolution of the slab in our experiments is imposed kinematically, it is done so in a way that is consistent with previous fully dynamic 3D subduction experiments [e.g., Kincaid and Olson, 1987; Griffiths et al., 1995], in which slabs heat up and weaken as they descend, leading to more efficient bending at depth and an increase in dip angle with time.

Our model emphasizes the importance of subduction-related processes such as slab rollback, extension, and steepening in controlling the mantle dynamics and surface volcanism of the PNW over the past ~17 Ma. This view contrasts with other models of the region, particularly those that invoke a classical mantle plume as the cause of the Steens/CRB flood basalts [e.g., Richards et al., 1989; Takahashibi et al., 1998; Wolff et al., 2008; Camp and Hanan, 2008; Obrebski et al., 2010] and subsequent volcanism in the SRP [e.g., Pierce and Morgan, 1992; Smith et al., 2009] and HLP [e.g., Camp and Ross, 2004; Jordan, 2005]. Our model does, however, share some similarities with other recent models that have explored non-plume explanations for recent PNW volcanism. For example, Faccenna et al. [2010] recently proposed a model that invokes a series of mantle upwellings from the tip and around the side of the migrating Juan de Fuca slab at depth to explain the timing of PNW volcanism. Recent work by Liu and Stegman [2012] has suggested that the CRB flood basalts may be a consequence of a propagating rupture in the Farallon slab at depth.

Our model differs in its details from the models of Faccenna et al. [2010] and Liu and Stegman [2012], and it is worth examining these differences and the predictions made by each of these models about present-day mantle flow. The study of Liu and Stegman [2012] proposes that the Steens/CRB flood basalts episode was a result of rapid mantle upwelling through a tear in the Farallon slab at depth. While this model is conceptually similar to ours in that it invokes subduction-related processes as the source of the Steens/CRB mantle upwelling, a major difference is that we do not invoke a slab tear and instead predict a pulse of upwelling due to the rollback of a rigid, coherent slab. Our conceptual model is more similar to that proposed by Faccenna et al. [2010], which also invokes 3D mantle flow at slab edges as a mechanism for mantle upwelling and surface volcanism and applies this concept to western North America, although the details are slightly different. Specifically, our model provides a ready explanation for the time-progressive HLP rhyolite track, as well as the timing and expression of the flood basalts with the observed spatial variations in volcanic production. While the details of our model are different from those proposed by Faccenna et al. [2010] and Liu and Stegman [2012], they share a conceptual similarity in that they invoke subduction-related processes, rather than a mantle plume, as the primary control on mantle dynamics, melting, and surface volcanism in the PNW. The predictions made by the models of Faccenna et al. [2010] and Liu and Stegman [2012] about the present-day mantle flow field and the resulting patterns of seismic anisotropy have not yet been examined in great detail, but we suggest that the striking pattern of anisotropy observed beneath the PNW [Fouch and West, 2008; Long et al., 2009] may serve as a useful test for the various models.

As discussed in section 4 above, there has been debate about the geometry of the subducted Juan de Fuca slab at depth and the nature of possible slab fragmentation in the upper mantle and/or the transition zone [e.g., Roth et al., 2008; Sigloch et al., 2008; Obrebski et al., 2010; Sigloch, 2011; James et al., 2011]. The strong, coherent SKS splitting observed beneath the HLP province [Long et al., 2009] and the general pattern of upper mantle seismic anisotropy beneath the PNW [Fouch and West, 2008] can be used to make an argument about the likely coherence of the slab in the upper mantle. We have documented an excellent match between the finite strain alignments predicted from a rollback-controlled subduction model with a rigid, coherent slab and the SKS observations beneath eastern Oregon, as discussed in Druken et al. [2011] and shown in Figure 5. No alternative explanation for the robust observation of strong, coherent asthenospheric anisotropy with E-W fast directions beneath the HLP has been suggested. We argue, therefore, that the Juan de Fuca slab must act as a coherent body that drives toroidal flow in the upper mantle in order to explain the seismic anisotropy patterns in the PNW. This in turn argues against slab fragmentation, at least in the upper mantle. Given the very convincing tomographic evidence for a fragmented slab in the transition zone and uppermost lower mantle [e.g., Sigloch, 2011; James et al., 2011], we envision a scenario in which the Juan de Fuca slab is fragmented at depth but acts as a coherent driver for rollback-controlled flow in the upper mantle.

The experimental work of Druken et al. [2011], summarized above, demonstrates that the initiation of slab rollback with upper plate extension (though
modest) is associated with a significant pulse of mantle upwelling that may correspond to the Steens/CRB flood basalts and that continued rollback produces a mantle flow field that is consistent with upper mantle anisotropy [Long et al., 2009] and petrologic constraints [Till, 2011] beneath the HLP. These relatively simple laboratory modeling scenarios explain the origin and spatiotemporal evolution of the flood basalts and the HLP well as fundamental consequences of subduction-driven flow patterns. As discussed above and in James et al. [2011], additional buoyant mantle upwelling is needed to explain the SRP/Y trend. While we argue that it is not necessary to invoke a classical vertical deep mantle plume (that is, a Rayleigh-Taylor instability originating from a thermal boundary layer at the base of the mantle [e.g., Morgan, 1971]) as the source of this upwelling, the difference between the subduction-controlled buoyant mantle upwelling invoked here and the “plume” that is often invoked as the cause of SRP/Y volcanism may be at least partially a matter of semantics. If the definition of “plume” is broad enough to include an upwelling (likely sourced from the uppermost lower mantle, given the evidence for the deflection of the 660 km discontinuity beneath Yellowstone [Schmandt et al., 2012]) whose location and timing is controlled by slab fragmentation, then the SRP/Y volcanic trend may indeed be thought of as plume-related. Faccenna et al. [2010] touched on this point when they proposed that the subduction-related mantle upwellings explored in their paper might be considered “a new class of plumes.”

To summarize, we have proposed a conceptual model for mantle dynamics beneath the PNW over the past ~20 Ma that is capable of explaining both the first-order observations from the HLP Project and the first-order characteristics of post-20 Ma volcanism, including the Steens/CRB flood basalts and the HLP and SRP/Y volcanic tracks. We have focused on explaining four major observations that have resulted from HLP Project efforts: (1) both geodynamical modeling and seismic anisotropy observations indicate that the present-day mantle flow field beneath the HLP is controlled by slab rollback, (2) tomographic images indicate very low uppermost mantle velocities beneath the SRP and, to a lesser extent, beneath the HLP, with a fragmented Juan de Fuca slab in the transition zone, (3) geodynamical models suggest that the initiation of slab rollback and extension at ~17 Ma was accompanied by a major pulse of mantle upwelling, with ongoing upwelling beneath the HLP associated with rollback-controlled mantle flow, and (4) petrological modeling indicates that HLP basalts are produced by shallow adiabatic decompression melting near the base of the seismically imaged crust. Our model emphasizes the importance of subduction-related processes, including slab fragmentation and rollback, in controlling mantle dynamics and surface tectonomagmatism beneath the PNW over the past 20 Ma. Our analysis does not rule out the presence of a mantle plume beneath the region, but it represents an alternative to the classical mantle plume model that only invokes subduction-related processes as the major drivers for mantle dynamics. Any future models that address the details of upwelling (passive or active) beneath the Pacific Northwest in general and the Snake River Plain/Yellowstone in particular must be consistent with the known plate-driven processes that occur, regardless of the possible presence of a deep mantle plume.
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